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Ogunte CIC delivers a suite of customised products and services
tailored to the challenges and business needs of the professionals
working in the women social entrepreneurs’ ecosystem. On one hand,
Ogunte offers development opportunities through coaching, system
design & prototyping experiences, as well as technical assistance to
women social entrepreneurs and organisations that aspire to have a
positive impact on women and girls.
On the other hand, Ogunte catalyses the learning acquired from
Women in Social enterprises - we call them "ImpactWomen" - and after
analyses and validation, provides advisory and training services to
organisations eager to contribute to advance positive social and
environmental impact, with women in mind.

Our Stats
In 2017, we have provided support, guidance and advice to 875 women
social entrepreneurs, changemakers and supporters, reaching 6990
recipients since 2007, through live and online learning events,
mentoring and coaching sessions, in partnership with our network
ambassadors and connectors.
We pursue our efforts to grow the global campaign to connect Women
Social Entrepreneurs online. We are currently connecting 353 accounts
on map.ogunte.com, connecting women from 73 different countries,
with the help of 14 ambassadors, spread globally.
Our online community comprises 8,700 accounts across social media.
Our twitter activity reached 1,259,000 impressions in 2017 and our
posts were seen 154,764 times on Facebook.
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Vibrant Events

"Hiring and retaining talent in your social enterprise" - Peer Mentoring

"Create a Minimum Valuable Service" - Design Sprint

ogunte.com/join-an-event
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Collaborations
Our director Servane Mouazan participated in 8 public conferences and
roundtables as keynote speaker on Women in Social Enterprises, Women
in Social Finance, in 6 countries; and as social enterprise challenge
competition judge in France.
Highlights include TrustWomen Conference, TechInclusion, Kering
Social Entrepreneurs Awards, Hitachi Women's Network.

THE WOMANITY FOUNDATION
$700K
fund

We completed the partnership with the
Womanity Foundation, delivering on the
programme management of their Womanity
Award, focusing on the replication of evidenced
based programmes that prevent violence against
women • In 2017, we continued to provide
support and advice to 4 award winning
organisations • We organised online webinars
with experts and campaigners using innovative
programming to prevent violence against women
• We started the sourcing and screening process
of the 3d Womanity Award, focused on Safe
Urban Spaces to Prevent Violence Against
Women • We contributed to 3 events in the UK,
Spain and Belgium on the Open Internet and its
relationship with gender • We ran 2 learning
field visits in Lebanon and Mexico with
stakeholders and service users • We managed an
investment fund worth US $700,000 for two
awards • We provided technical support,
business coaching, media, monitoring and
evaluation services •
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Collaborations
WOMEN IN SOCIAL FINANCE
In order to build capacity - and promote Women in Social Finance, we continued to
manage the Women in Social Finance Speaker’s
Bureau and produced a new learning salon,
curating speakers, on Women Who Move
Mountains. The event took place in collaboration
with The Side Room.

Social
Finance

We also contributed to a successful bid to the
Cadbury Foundation to build a new strategy, and
ensure relevant training and membership
support to the Women in Social Finance
network’s members. The work will start in 2018.

CLIMATE KIC - ENVIRONMENT
Green
Economy

In 2017, we continued our support to
FreshCheck, a green and clean technology
business. We helped them design their strategy,
grow their operations, acquire new funding with
an enhanced proposition.
We facilitated and coached on the 2017 Leeds
Climathon, an inspiring 24 hour seminar and
interactive event to create businesses that
contribute to create Clean Air zones in Leeds.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES
IN 2017, we provided 3 women with long-term
sub-contracting opportunities to run our social
media, strategy, edition work.

Flexible
work
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Amplifying ImpactWomen

“I got simpler method for researching my performance with clients.”
(Director, Business Advice and Sustainability Consultancy, UK)
“Thinking about Impact on women’s lives has been a journey we have
made together”. (CEO, Women’s Media Group and Women’s Human
RIghts Defenders, Mexico)
“I value my own voice and am not be afraid to use it". (Magazine Publisher
UK)
“Thank you so much for the event this morning. I really enjoyed it and
took away some useful tips and guidelines, not just on recruitment but on
leadership values and brand identity too." (Managing Director Ethical
Market place online).
As a solo entrepreneur working outside London it’s easy to feel isolated
so these kind of helpful and accessible events are brilliant as motivators
for people like me.” (Managing Director Ethical Market place online)
“You helped me a lot to understand my own world and reflect. Thank you
very very much.” (MD, Director of Innovation. UK University)
“You improved my relationship with my business partner; increased my
confidence; helped me to really question myself - and in new ways”.
(Magazine Publisher, UK)
“You really contributed to put the Awards on the map, thank you”
(Executive Director, philanthropic organisation)
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Learning from ImpactWomen
The learning focuses on 5 pillars or indicators of progress: sense of learning,
growing leadership, increased sustainability, sense of connectedness, and growth
of confidence.
In 2017, we have provided 125 sessions of individual & team coaching to
changemakers, business advisors, coaches, fundraisers, lawyers and
philanthropists.
In addition, we have organised 4 Ogunte face-to face learning events and 4 online
sessions for groups, fostering connections and transferring design thinking and
coaching methodologies to women in social enterprises.

BOOSTING STATISTICS
Enabling
Peer
Learning

We've produced 26 learning conversations with women
in social enterprises.
By disseminating advice from, and stories of
approachable role-models in diverse sectors, we enable
accessible learning. The conversations are analysed and
compiled in themes and further training sessions, to
serve women in the sector.
Producing more evidence about Women in
Social Enterprises is important.
We have contributed to the research of 6 PhD and
Business School students in the UK and Europe (ESADE
Barcelona x2; CENTRIM, University of Brighton; Salford
Business School, University of Salford; Hult Business
School; University of Southampton, as well as 2
technical reports: British Council: The role of social
enterprise in supporting Women’s Empowerment;
Progress Makers report - EIU Perspectives.

BENCHMARKING
In September 2017, we successfully went through our second B Corp
certification process, scoring 95 points.
B Corp is to business what Fair Trade certification is to coffee or LEED
certification is to green building. B Corps are certified by the nonprofit
B Lab to meet rigorous standards of social and environmental
performance, accountability, and transparency. Today, we are part of a
growing community of more than 1,000 Certified B Corps.
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How we help

Find more free toolkits and learning in our "reports and download library" on ogunte.com
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